Boundaries of Self and Reality Online

Description: As technology continues to rapidly advance, individuals and society are profoundly changed. So too are the tools used to measure this universe and, therefore, our understanding of reality improves. Boundaries of Self and Reality Online examines the idea that technological advances associated with the Internet are moving us in multiple domains toward various “edges.” These edges range from self, to society, to relationships, and even to the very nature of reality. Boundaries are dissolving and we are redefining the elements of identity. The book begins with explorations of the digitally constructed self and the relationship between the individual and technological reality. Then, the focus shifts to society at large and includes a contribution from Chinese researchers about the isolated Chinese Internet. The later chapters of the book explore digital reality at large, including discussions on virtual reality, Web consciousness, and digital physics.

- Cyberpsychology architecture
- Video games as a tool for self-understanding
- Avatars and the meaning behind them
- Game transfer phenomena
- A Jungian perspective on technology
- Politics of social media
- The history and science of video game play
- Transcendent virtual reality experiences
- The theophoric quality of video games
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